. Expected products of P-1MEY and P-1MEY# hydrolysis. Ni(II)-cleavage sites are underlined, (L) and (S) denote long and short hydrolytic products. Masses were calculated by ProtParam, Expasy. Mass spectra of the cleaved products are shown in Fig. S8 
Scheme S1. Oligonucleotide primer design: The segments of the DNA sequence encoding for P-1MEY# protein, including primer hybridization sites (1MEY#-R in bold/underlined and 1MEY#-F in bold/italic). The introduction of the desired point mutations resulted in base pair mismatch at the sites highlighted by red background. In parallel the protein sequence is also
shown to indicate the resulting mutations (also highlighted by red background). By these changes Asn (N) and Val (V) were introduced instead of His (H) and Ser (S), respectively. Nevertheless, at high protein excess almost all the DNA is bound by both P-1MEY and P-1MEY#. Table S1 .) It is worth mentioning that the Ni(II) ions could remain partially bound to the proteins even under acidic conditions, due to the inertness of the ATCUN-like complex.
